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LOCAL PLANS COMMITTEE 23rd March 2011

 

Local Development Framework  
 
 

SYNOPSIS 
This report advises Members about major changes in circumstances that impact on the Local 
Development Framework. The report explores the potential options for taking forward the 
Local Development Framework in light of the changed circumstances. 
 

 
1. Introduction 
1.1 The purpose of this report is to advise Members about major changes in circumstances 

that impact on the development plan process. The report explores the potential options 
for taking forward the Local Development Framework in light of the changed 
circumstances. 

2. Relevant Background Details 
2.1 At the present time the Local Development Framework is a collection of documents that 

are being produced over time in order to provide a statutory plan for the Borough (as 
required under the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004). Collectively the 
documents will replace the Corby Borough Local Plan and provide planning policy and 
guidance for the Borough up until 2031. 

2.2 Currently it is anticipated that the main documents in the Local Development Framework 
will comprise the North Northamptonshire Core Strategy and Site Specific Allocations 
DPD for Corby. 

3. Current Progress 
Core Strategy 

3.1 The North Northamptonshire Core Spatial Strategy came into effect in June 2008. This 
marked a major achievement as the first joint core strategy in the country to be adopted. 
The Joint Planning Committee has agreed a timetable for the early review of the Core 
Strategy in response to the economic recession, and a number of other factors including 
the emerging climate change agenda. Publication of the ‘Issues Paper’ is considered 
under item 1. 

Site Specific Allocations DPD 

3.2 Public consultation on the Proposed Alternatives for the Site Specific Allocations DPD 
was carried out during September and October 2009. The outcome of the community 
involvement was reported to Members of the Local Plan Committee on 16th December 
2009. 

3.3 Work on the next stage of the document has been held up by the requirement to update 
and complete a Strategic Flood Risk Assessment. This has been a prolonged process 
due to the technical nature of the document and the requirement to work in partnership 
with external organisations. During the delay, officers have been busy reinforcing the 
necessary evidence base documents. 
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3.4 The next stage of the Site Specific Allocations DPD involves refining and developing the 
options previously considered, testing their impacts and preparing the single spatial 
development option for the final Site Specific Allocations DPD. This process is a 
complex task and involves drawing together all the responses from previous 
consultations, evidence base studies and other published material, while continuing to 
engage with key stakeholders and representative bodies in seeking greater consensus.  

4. Changed Circumstances 
4.1 Circumstances have changed recently which has led officers to reconsider the approach 

to the Local Development Framework and the most effective delivery mechanism for 
achieving council priorities.  

Localism Bill 

4.2 The Government has announced plans to radically reform the planning system and 
introduce new national planning policy. This is likely to change the way that local 
planning policy is produced and the format and content of planning documents. The 
Localism Bill has recently started its passage through the Parliamentary process and 
seeks to return decision making powers on housing and planning to the local level. Key 
items of change include 

• the abolition of Regional Strategies; 
• streamlining the existing Local Development Framework; and 
• introducing a new tier of neighbourhood planning.  

4.3 The detail of how the Localism agenda will work in practice with regard to the 
development plan process is still unclear. The Localism Bill is not expected to be 
enacted before the end of July 2011 and many of the provisions within the Act will 
require further regulation. Nevertheless it is reasonable to assume that the current 
spatial strategy for North Northamptonshire will be subject to some change which will 
impact on the relevance and longevity of Local Development Framework documents 
prepared under the current arrangements. 

Policy and Guidance 

4.4 There have been a number of significant amendments to national planning guidance, 
including Planning Policy Statement 3 (housing), PPS4 (economic), PPS5 (heritage), 
PPS12 (plan making), PPG13 (transport) and PPS25 (flooding). The amendment to 
PPS12 moves local planning authorities towards including more detail in Core 
Strategies, including the ability to allocate land for development of a strategic nature and 
broad brush criteria based development control policies. 

4.5 The Government will produce a simplified national planning policy framework setting out 
their priorities for the planning system in a single, concise document. The National 
Planning Policy Framework may prove as important as the Localism Bill. For example, 
major issues such as restrictions on granting consent for out-of-town supermarkets and 
the presumption against isolated house building in the countryside are all in planning 
guidance rather than in planning legislation. Work on the National Planning Policy 
Framework is at an early stage and implications for Local Development Framework 
remain uncertain. 

Resources 

4.6 Reduction in resources as a consequence of the public expenditure cutbacks reduces 
the degree of support and assistance that can be procured from the Councils retained 
LDF consultants and will impact on the resources available to implement and deliver the 
localism agenda. This puts greater pressure on relatively inexperienced team to produce 
the documents critical to the Councils ambitions for growth and regeneration and 
reinforces the case for local authorities continuing to come together to pool planning 
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resources and build upon opportunities for joint working and the existing arrangements 
in North Northamptonshire. 

Elongated Timetable 

4.7 Delays to the preparation of the Local Development Framework continue to diminish the 
relevance of the Site Specific Allocations DPD and weaken the evidence base, 
including: 

• a number of the proposed allocations identified in the DPD now have planning 
permission or development has commenced e.g. proposed land allocations at 
Weldon Park and North of Cottingham Road have since been granted planning 
permission and Oakley Hay has been implemented; 

• new initiatives and proposals are emerging all the time that are not covered or 
supported by the current DPD e.g. land at St. Marks Road is identified for 
employment purposes; 

• studies have been published that challenge the existing evidence base e.g. 
forecast housing and population trajectories which formed the basis of the Plan are 
now outdated and economic data is emerging in light of the economic recession 
that was not part of the Site Specific Allocations DPD thinking to date; 

• the time horizon of the DPD continues to be reduced as a result of the delays (by 
the time the DPD is planned for adoption in 2012 the plan period will be as little as 
nine years maximum); and 

• work is rapidly being overtaken by the review of the Core Strategy. 

5. Implications for the Local Development Framework 
Core Strategy 

5.1 The scope of the Core Strategy is being reviewed to respond to the Localism Bill and 
latest circumstances. It is considered there are opportunities to streamline the Local 
Development Framework in North Northamptonshire by strengthening the Core Strategy 
to capture all the ‘larger than local’ issues, including development management policies, 
strategic allocations and development principles (Sustainable Urban Extensions and key 
employment sites) and special policy areas. 

5.2 Strengthening the Core Strategy may extend the time taken to complete the review but it 
would provide greater certainty to the delivery of key strategic sites and reduce the 
requirement for matters to be addressed in subsequent Development Plan Documents. 
This approach would reduce repetition of work, provide significant costs savings and free 
up resources to support and take forward neighbourhood plans or local policy 
framework, as well as having the flexibility to implement the Core Strategy through 
Master Plans and Development Briefs on priority sites.  

5.3 A more comprehensive Core Strategy would require more active involvement from the 
partner authorities. Officers are currently engaged with the Joint Planning Unit to 
investigate how to make the best use of resources and fully engage elected members 
and a number of project task groups are being set up to lead this work. The current Core 
Spatial Strategy has helped to facilitate growth and regeneration of Corby by identifying 
Sustainable Urban Extensions, taking forward Corby as a regeneration priority and 
providing retail floorspace requirements to enhance the town centre. There are 
opportunities to build on this by strengthening the Core Strategy. 

Site Specific Allocations DPD 

5.4 Latest circumstances appear to have diminished the requirement for the Site Specific 
Allocations DPD in its current form. However it is worth reiterating that the emerging Site 
Specific Allocations DPD covered important policy matters, including the following 
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planning policies and allocations that provide more detailed guidance than in the current 
Core Strategy, and the work to date will remain relevant: 

• Supply of sufficient employment land allocations to allow choice and flexibility for 
new businesses, including land allocations at Rockingham Motor Racing Circuit, 
Corby Central Business Park and Southern Gateway; 

• Supply of sufficient housing land allocations to create growth, including the 
identification of the boundary of the Corby Western Sustainable Urban Extension, 
Pen Green Lane and Kingswood School; 

• Support for the regeneration of Kingswood, Danesholme and Lodge Park, 
including the housing allocations at Danesholme and the Master Plan for 
Kingswood; 

• Provide ‘lines on a map’ showing the extent of the village boundaries to distinguish 
the settlement from the countryside and provide clarity and certainty as to how 
planning policies will be operated; 

• Designate Rockingham and East Carlton as Restraint Villages, where 
conservation is of primary importance; and 

• Support community led plans such as Parish Plans as a way of empowering 
communities. 

5.5 Some of the above could come forward through detailed planning applications or 
eventually find expression in the review of the Core Strategy. However it is unlikely that 
all the matters would be adequately addressed and the need for a robust local policy 
framework to deliver regeneration and growth in a sustainable manner remains as strong 
as ever. Importantly colleagues in Development Control are already using the local 
policy context provided by the emerging Site Specific Allocations DPD to determine 
planning applications. 

5.6 There remains a requirement for a policy framework to supplement the Joint Core 
Strategy to ensure that planning applications can be determined having regard to some 
sort of local policy context. A policy vacuum at local level would cause difficulties for the 
Council to arrive at reasonable and consistent decisions thereby leaving the Council 
open to challenge at appeal or in the courts. This would undoubtedly have reputation 
and financial risks for the Council. A policy vacuum would also have a negative effect 
upon those seeking to make investment in the Borough which could impact on the 
Councils ambition for regeneration and growth 

Alternative Options 

5.7 In light of the changed circumstances detailed above, the value of continuing to work on 
the Site Specific Allocations DPD in its current format is decreasing.  It is therefore 
prudent to consider what other courses of action are open to the Council and the 
implications of those options in terms of delivering a spatial strategy for the regeneration 
and growth of the Borough: 

Option 1 to Continue with the production of the Site Specific Allocations DPD 
Option 2 to Re-consult through a further round of consultation to allow people to 

comment on the document in the context of legal and policy changes 
Option 3 to Stop the production of the Site Specific Allocations DPD and explore 

alternative ways of securing a robust local policy framework, taking into 
account the implications of the Localism Bill 

Option 1 

5.8 To carry on working on the Site Specific Allocations DPD would capitalise on the existing 
work and provide a degree of consistency for developers and the community. 
Maintaining momentum with the preparation of the Site Specific Allocations DPD will 
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provide the opportunity to submit a local policy framework by the end of the year. This 
option would enable new development sites to be allocated quickly which would put the 
Council in a stronger position to benefit from fiscal rewards and defend planning 
appeals. However the prolonged timetable associated with the preparation of the Site 
Specific Allocations DPD has significantly reduced the relevance of the DPD and 
heightened the risks with key questions remaining about the relationship to the adopted 
Core Spatial Strategy and the emerging review of the Core Strategy. There is a real 
possibility that the review of the Core Strategy may overtake and supersede the Site 
Specific Allocations DPD before it is adopted; leaving concerns about whether the Site 
Specific Allocations DPD and evidence base would be ‘fit for purpose’ in light of the 
significant changes detailed above.   

5.9 Therefore a decision needs to be made whether we should continue to plough resources 
into preparing a DPD that has diminishing relevance but nonetheless will provide a local 
planning policy framework on non-strategic matters such as land allocations, village 
boundaries, open space standards etc. The alternative is to accept that to simply 
continue to produce the Site Specific Allocations DPD in line with the adopted Core 
Strategy is inappropriate and officer time would be put to better use by exploring 
alternative ways of securing a robust local policy framework that could run until 2031 in 
line with the review of the Core Strategy. 

Option 2 

5.10 This option assumes that the Site Specific Allocations DPD can be updated to take 
account of latest circumstances. At the moment there are too many uncertainties for 
Officers to update the Site Specific Allocations DPD. 

Option 3 

5.11 Stopping the production of the Site Specific Allocations DPD would be frustrating given 
the extensive work undertaken to date and generate a degree of uncertainty which could 
potentially undermine investor confidence and impact on housing delivery during the 
fragile economic recovery. However halting the preparation of the Site Specific 
Allocations DPD would minimise all potential risks of abortive work and significantly 
reduce costs for the Council through avoiding the need for public examination on the 
DPD and the need to procure additional consultancy input. Crucially, this option would 
provide the Council with opportunity to consider which planning documents need to be 
produced to meet local needs and provide for regeneration and growth within the context 
of the Governments Localism agenda. 

5.12 This option does not mean that the work undertaken to date on the Site Specific 
Allocations DPD is cast aside. Although work on the Site Specific Allocations DPD would 
be stopped, the engagement and much of the evidence base that underpinned it is still 
available to inform decisions on planning applications and work on the alternative policy 
documents that will be produced to provide a local planning policy framework to replace 
the Site Specific Allocations DPD. Key policies can also be taken forward in the review 
of the Core Strategy where necessary. Moreover Corby would not be left without a 
spatial development plan for the area because the adopted Core Spatial Strategy gives 
certainty and confidence to all with a spatial interest in Corby, as well as providing focus 
for regeneration and growth, and the review will continue this, particularly if the Core 
Strategy is strengthened to allocate strategic sites. 

6. Conclusion 
6.1 It is clear within the context of significant pressure on budgets, delays to the preparation 

of the Site Specific Allocations DPD, the Localism Bill and policy updates that the 
Council should be considering what options are available in terms of securing a spatial 
strategy that can most effectively deliver the regeneration and growth of the Borough 
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6.2 There are opportunities to tackle as many strategic issues as possible through the 
review of the Core Strategy. This approach appears to make the best use of available 
resources and will provide the broad planning parameters and strategic context for the 
more detailed Master Plans and Neighbourhood Plans envisaged as part of the 
Governments new planning and localism agenda. Furthermore, focus on the Core 
Strategy will allow cross boundary issues to be addressed at an early stage and assist 
the delivery and implementation of key sites once the Strategy is adopted. 

6.3 The strongest option for the future direction of the Site Specific Allocations DPD appears 
to be Option 3 which is to stop work on that document and explore alternative ways of 
securing a robust local policy framework. Stopping work on the Site Specific Allocations 
DPD will immediately reduce budgetary pressures and enable the Council to take stock 
and consider the type of planning framework which is required in Corby to meet the 
Governments new planning and localism agenda. It would also allow staff resources to 
be refocused to initially assist the Core Strategy Review, and later take forward more 
local planning work based on the revised framework. 

6.4 The local planning policy framework that will replace the Site Specific Allocations DPD is 
still subject to a high level of uncertainty and will depend on the outcome of the Localism 
Bill and content of the Core Strategy.  However option 3 provides flexibility for the 
Council to focus more on locally based planning system, including implementation and 
delivery through Master Plans and Development Briefs. This could build on the master 
planning and Parish Plan work already undertaken. In the meantime the emerging Site 
Specific Allocations DPD will continue to be an important material consideration in the 
determination of planning applications. 

7. Issues to be taken into account:- 
Policy Priorities 
The Local Development Framework shows how we will deliver the vision for Corby 
Borough, strategically and spatially. 
Financial 
Halting the preparation of the Site Specific Allocations DPD would significantly reduce 
budgetary pressures for the Council through avoiding the cost of public examination on 
the DPD. Costs can typically be £67,500 per DPD examination, in addition to normal 
officer costs and the need to procure additional consultancy input. 

Legal 
It is a statutory requirement to produce a Local Development Framework under the 
Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004. The Local Development Framework 
process is regulated by the Town and Country Planning (Local Development) (England) 
Regulations 2004 and subsequent amendments. If Members agree to the 
recommendation the Local Development Scheme will be changed to reflect this latest 
position. 

Performance Information, Best Value, Human Rights, Equalities, Community 
Safety and Sustainability 
None directly related to this report. 

8. Recommendation 
8.1 It is recommended that Members 

i) Support the stronger role for the Core Strategy; and 

ii) Agree to stop work on the production of the Site Specific Allocations DPD and 
explore alternative ways of securing a robust local policy framework but continue 
to have regard to the document in the determination of planning applications. 
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